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Abstract
The ichno-fossils of the Middle Jurassic Dinosaur were discovered for the first time in the Central Salt Ranges of Pakistan in the form of dinosaurs’ footprints, which were imprinted in the limestone with mud cracks in the upper most part of the Middle Jurassic Samana Suk Formation near Mahorian, district Khoshab, Punjab-Pakistan. It is highly recommended that a concerted attempt be made carry out a systematic excavation to find out the most probably fossilized skeletal body structure/parts of the Middle Jurassic dinosaurs in this area and establish a “Punjab University Research and Training Dinosaur Site” under the umbrella of University of the Punjab, Lahore.
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INTRODUCTION

The carbonate rocks, particularly, limestones have proved to be the best fossil repositories (Scoffin, 1987). The limestones of the shallow shelf Samana Suk Formation of Middle Jurassic age (Fatmi, 1972; Fatmi et al., 1990) have been reported highly fossiliferous at different stratigraphic levels (Sheikh, 1991, 1992; Mertmann and Ahmad, 1994; Ahmad et al., 1997; Sheikh et al., 2005; Nizami et al., 2007, 2008, 2009). These fossils represent a diverse range of floral and faunal fossils. This unique set of fossils includes well preserved complete body fossils of invertebrate and vertebrate fauna, their skeletal grains, faunal molds and castes along with a large variety of ichno-fossils (Sheikh, 1991, 1992; Mertmann and Ahmad, 1994; Ahmad et al., 1997; Malkani, 2003a; Sheikh et al., 2005; Nizami et al., 2007, 2008, 2009). In addition superb fossil content of some of the dinosaurs species have, also, been documented in Pakistan (Malkani and Anwar, 2000; Wilson et al., 2001; Malkani et al., 2001; Malkani, 2003a and b; Malkani, 2006) and elsewhere in the world (Weber, 1981; Cole et al., 1985; Kuban, 1985, Godfrey, 1985; Kuban, 1986a, b and c; Thomas and Farlow, 1997; Kuban, 2010). The literature survey conducted by these authors revealed that no previous worker has reported any of the fossils belonging to any species of dinosaurs from the studied area. Therefore, the discovery of ichno-fossils of the Middle Jurassic dinosaurs made by the authors is the first of its kind in the Central Salt Range-Pakistan (Fig. 1).

Previous Investigations
The dinosaur track-ways and footprints were discovered first ever in the riverbed of Paluxy River, some as early as 1908 (Webb, 1976; Moriss, 1986, 2013). The Paluxy River, also, known as the Paluxy Creek, is flowing in the Erath County, Texas, USA. It is a tributary of the Brazos River. The North Paluxy River and the South Paluxy River converge near Bluff Dale, Texas and join the Brazos River just to the east of Glen Rose, Texas in the south central Somervell County after flowing a distance of 47km (Ron et al., 1996). Since this first ever discovery several other dinosaur track-ways and footprints have been found and recorded in this area. The other similar and well-known dinosaur track-ways sites, studied here, include: The Taylor Site, the Blue Hole Ballroom, and the Blue Hole Parlor. These tracks, studied and
documented, were found in the Cretaceous Limestone (Neufeld, 1975; Branch, 2006; Kennedy, 2008; Kuban, 2010). The locals found these dinosaur footprints in the early 1930s for the first time in one of rock layer of the Lower Cretaceous Glen Rose Formation near Glen Rose at the Dinosaur Valley State Park Texas, USA. These tracks in the Paluxy River were studied by a palaeontologist, Roland Bird, in 1938 (Kuban, 2010). Subsequently he excavated these tracks in 1939 (Moore, 2014) and made these tracks famous in the scientific community. According to Moore (2014) these dinosaur tracks found near the Glen Rose are thought to be the best in the world. However, these were mistaken as the human footprints by a number of creationists and were widely publicized as evidence against the Geological Time Scale and in favour of “Young Earth Creationism” (Neufeld, 1975; Branch, 2006; Kennedy, 2008; Moriss, 2013).

The documentation and publication of research findings of these workers made the Paluxy River site popular and further attracted the attention of researchers from all around the world. In this way the Paluxy River remained famous as controversial site for several years.

**Discovery of dinosaur footprints**

The present authors discovered ichnofossils of the Middle Jurassic Dinosaurs on 22nd March, 2015 in the form of a collage of Middle Jurassic Dinosaurs’ footprints for the first time in the Central Salt Range-Pakistan during a pursuit of fossil hunting in this area. During this pursuit the authors were inspecting an exposed horizon of limestone with mud cracks in the upper most part of the Middle Jurassic Samana Suk Formation in the areal extent of the localities, namely, Amb Sharif and Mahorian, District Khoshab, Punjab, Central Salt Range-Pakistan. Subsequently a few footsteps like impressions were found on this exposed horizon of limestone. These spotted footsteps like impressions were investigated thoroughly in field, literature and laboratory. A keen and careful comparison of these footprints was made with already discovered and reported footprints and trackways of dinosaurs (Weber, 1981; Cole et al., 1985; Kuban, 1985; Godfrey, 1985; Kuban, 1986a, b and c; Kuban, 2010). This comparative study demonstrated that these footprints were made by bipedal dinosaurs’
tracking with three toes and displayed that the dinosaurs were walking on the soles of feet instead of toes and it has been usually found in such fossilized tracks of dinosaurs (Kuban 1985, Godfrey, 1985 and Kuban, 2010).

Figure 2: Field photography showing the dinosaur footprints on an outcrop of the Middle Jurassic limestone, near Mahorian, District Khoshab, Punjab, Central Salt Range-Pakistan.

Figure 3: Illustrating how three-toed dinosaurs produced elongate tracks (Modified after Kuban, 1986).

As an outcome of these comparative investigations these footprints were recognized as “real dinosaur footprints” imprinted in the studied rock outcrop and belong to one of dinosaur track ways, which represents to the dinosaurs’ ichno-fossils of 140ma age approximately. These track ways point out towards the characteristics of ecological habitat and living patterns of the dinosaurs of the particular geological age. These track ways conforms to previously explored assortment of dinosaurs foot prints by a number of workers in Pakistan and else ware in the world (Fig. 2-3).

The nature preserved this wonderful dinosaur site for perspective visitors, like student, scholars, researchers, teachers, professors and general public for millions of years prior to its discovery by these authors. Due to inadequate knowledge about its basic and applied research importance in the host mountainous area. It may most likely be perceived that the local illiterate population may destroy this high value research site. Yusuf (2011) reported that Mr. Muhammad Sadiq Malkani from Geological Survey of Pakistan (GSP), Quetta, the geologist and explorer of the Middle Jurassic dinosaurs’ track ways in the
Broach Nala, near Mallakhel, District Mianwali, was almost shocked to see that the unique site was brutally cut down by hydraulic machines excavating coal from the mines present in its vicinity. The present authors, therefore, took immediate temporary measures to preserve this important geological/paleontological site due to its potential academic and research applications in future.

Keen and comparative investigations executed in the field, literature and laboratory established the followings:

1. The footprints like impressions found on the mud cracked outcrop of limestone are taken as the ichno-fossils of dinosaurs living in the studied area.
2. These ichno-fossils belong to the Middle Jurassic Dinosaurs as these have been found in the limestone of the Samana Suk Formation of Middle Jurassic age.
3. These ichno-fossils represent dinosaur track ways and are indicative of the characteristics of ecological habitat and living patterns of the dinosaurs of the particular geological age.

By appreciating the importance of this newly discovered site regarding its immense academic and research value it is highly recommended that a concerted attempt be made carry out a systematic excavation to find out the most probably fossilized skeletal body structure/parts of the Middle Jurassic dinosaurs in this area. It is also recommended establish a “Punjab University Research and Training Dinosaur Site” here along with a paleontological park. As it is now open to all weathering processing along with man-induced degradation and is not secure, particularly, after its discovery. Therefore to protect the site in first instance and develop it afterwards into an interpretation and training centre is highly required. It is the way of promoting geological knowledge in the host area in particular and in Pakistan in general. The patch of limestone bed hosting the foot prints of the Middle Jurassic dinosaurs may be protected, preserved and housed in a secure building.
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